Abstract. The manhole optical cable inspection system based on RFID is a kind of technology which processes data through RFID, GPS, GIS, database and network technique. It will make the daily maintenance more scientific, standard and automatic. This system can increase service restoration speed and save management costs which effectively improve the electronic level of optical cable resource management and bring convenience to track workers' daily work. The application results provide effective mode for manhole optical cable management.
Introduction
With the development of social economy and the accelerating pace of urbanization, the number of manholes in cities grows at a geometric rate and the laying length of optical cables also increases. How to improve the management levels of optical cables and manholes and get a full grasp on the distribution of optical cables and the manholes in its path is two important prerequisites for locating manholes precisely, shooting troubles timely and improving safe coefficient of the optical cables.
Usually, people lay optical cable directly through the manholes. In actual life, optical cables, power cables, gas pipelines, water supply pipelines and drainage pipelines crisscross in the underground. With the time going by, for the influence of staff changes or manhole covers and cable changes, people cannot find manholes and locate trouble spot when they are resuming telecommunications if there is a failure. As a consequence, the communication services and data transmission cannot run normally.
The Manhole Optical Cable Inspection System
The manhole optical cable inspection system could solve problems in the management and maintenance of manholes and optical cables. The manhole optical cable inspection system based on Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is composed of radio frequency identification, optical cable label, handheld terminal and management software. Through radio frequency identification, optical cable label, handheld terminal and data terminal, people can digitalize the information of manholes, optical cable's path, starting point and end point and other key messages. These messages on manholes and optical cables are stored in the backstage database which have certain ID code correspond with radio frequency identification and showed in the handheld terminal. So, there is no need to open the manhole cover.
RFID System
RFID is a kind of automatic identification technology which is contactless. Its fundamental principle is identifying objects automatically by radio-frequency signals and space coupling. The electronic tags of RFID system are readable and writable. Besides, they have many advantages, like small volume, high capacity, long operating life, high temperature resistance and reuse allowed. RFID system can work without any manual intervention, so it can be used in all kinds of bad conditions. RFID system is composed of two parts, the electronic tag and the reader. The reader produced fixed frequencies of photons. The electronic tag could receive the photons within certain limits. The circuit of electronic tag emits a series of data. The reader receives these data in order, and then the application deal with the data. The reader could send control signals to the storage unit of electronic tags so as to conduct read-write operation.
RFID system uses RFID to match with the database and show it in the terminal through GIS (Geographic Information System) in the end.
Electronic Tag of RFID
Using the technology of radio frequency identification, the electronic tag of RFID could penetrate iron manhole cover, concrete wall and brick wall in low frequency so as to detect the underground condition without opening the manhole covers. The electronic tags set in manholes are low frequency. They are set with active chips and have unique number for each one. These tags are injected to certain mold and well-sealed. They could resist adverse circumstance in the manholes and work for more than 6 years.
The manhole which set the electronic tag, the manholes which optical cable goes through, the starting point and end point of optical cable form the initial data of electronic tags. They could be write in database before the setting process or during the setting process through hand-held terminal.
Optical Cable Specific Label
The optical cable specific label is made of waterproof material. It is used to manage the information of the optical cable in the manhole. During the setting process, the label is fixed on the optical cable and equipped with one-dimensional bar code. Both electronic tag of RFID and optical cable specific label are used to identify optical cable so as to facilitate maintenance.
Hand-held Terminal
Hand-held terminal could search electronic tag of RFID and optical cable specific label. Below is the figure of hand-held terminal.
Hand-held terminal is designed ln accordance with three-proof standards. It has good environment adaptability and could be used in most regions of the world. Hand-held terminal has electronic tag identity module and laser bar code identity module installed on it.
Electronic Tag Identity Module for RFID
The antenna of hand-held terminal gives off low frequency electromagnetic waves through coil oscillation. When the terminal is close to the electronic tag of RFID, the tag's receiving antenna obtains energy from electromagnetic wave in the way of inductive coupling and activate the electronic tag. Then, the active chip from the electronic tag send its message to hand-held terminal through tag antenna in the way of electromagnetic wave. When the terminal receive the message, it will make a sound to remind handler and show the related message about the manhole and the optical cable on the screen. 
Laser Bar Code Identity Module for Optical Cable
The hand-held terminal is equipped with laser bar code identity module. The laser scans one-dimensional bar code on the optical cable and matches it with the related data stored in the database. The screen will show the related information about that optical cable.
Deployment of the Management System
There are three steps to deploy the management system: install the electronic tag identity module for RFID and laser bar code identity module for optical cable, collect related information, match these information with database. Below is the installation diagram. 
The Installation of Electronic Tag of RFID and Optical Cable Specific Label
(1) Install electronic tag of RFID Vertically fix the electronic tag of RFID on the wall of the manhole which is 2 meters distance from the manhole cover.
Close the cover and make sure that the hand-held terminal could identify the information in the tag within 10 meters of the site (2) Install optical cable specific label Tie the label on optical cable and make sure that the hand-held terminal could read the one-dimensional bar code.
Information Acquisition and Matching
Record the related information about the manhole in the background, including the manhole's unique number, its location, starting and ending point of the optical cable and so on; after that, match these information with the electronic tag of RFID. Another method is installing the electronic tag of RFID in the manhole, reading the tag through hand-held terminal, inputting the related information and uploading them to the database.
The Application of Manhole Optical Cable Inspection System
Installing this system to the existing optical cables will bring several advantages.
Improve Manhole's Management and Maintenance Efficiency
The previous manhole's information is stored on papers, which is inconvenient for inquiry and update. When a failure happens on the cable, people cannot accurately locate the trouble spot so as to delay the fixing time. If we use this system, the manhole's management and maintenance efficiency will be greatly improved.
Improve Optical Cable's Inspection Efficiency
The optical cable's inspection depends on manpower before. Because most of the optical cables are in the underground pipeline, this traditional inspection is higher risk. Using this system, people can find the manhole which have themselves optical cable though handheld terminal without opening the manhole cover. By targeting, people can easily check the optical cable and improve inspection efficiency.
Improve Optical Cable's Repairing Efficiency
Traditionally, when the optical cable gest interrupted, people need OTDR (Optical Time Domain Reflectometry) to locate the trouble spot. However, for all the materials have not been electronized, people hardly find its geographical location even the trouble spot is found. By using this system, people can calculate the distance between the starting/ending point and trouble spot so as to locate the spot in certain manhole.
Conclusion
If people use the manhole optical cable inspection system to collect and electronize the related information about manholes and optical cables, it may optimize management model, speed trouble processing time and save management costs.
